Steelcase Environmental Commitment

“At Steelcase we know that the only way to provide the best products in the world is to ensure that they’re the best products for the world. That’s why every step of the way - through design, manufacture, delivery and product lifecycle - we consider the impact of our work on the environment and uncover opportunities to make things better.

Many of the components in our products are examined down to the molecular level to ensure they meet human and environmental health criteria. We are examining the chemical makeup of our products -- to 100 parts per million -- against 19 human and environmental health criteria. If we find materials of concern, we work to eliminate them.

We’re able to offer more Cradle to Cradle certified products than any other company globally - giving our customers greater assurance and choice.

To date, we have assessed over 600 categories of materials spanning across multiple product lines. And the work continues.

By measuring a product’s impact on the environment during all of its lifecycle phases – materials selection, production, transport, use and end-of-use – we’re able to target key areas to reduce our impact on the planet.

- Materials: What a product is made of and where the materials come from can make a huge difference in environmental outcomes.
- Production: From the time the raw materials enter one of our factories until the product is ready for packaging, opportunities abound to reduce environmental impacts.
- Transportation and Packaging: How a product is transported, what kind of packaging is used and the distance it travels can sometimes have the greatest environmental impact.
- Product Use: Just because a product is out of our sight doesn’t mean it’s out of mind. Even though our products have little environmental impact in use, we’re intent on limiting emissions and preserving indoor air quality for users. We also support maintenance and repair that can extend the product’s life.

In addition, we believe any product is only as good as the sum of its parts. We reach across our entire supply chain to collaborate and learn, advancing the science and practice of materials chemistry. This is an important part of our overall sustainability practices.”
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ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS
STEELCASE TASK CHAIR FINISH OPTIONS:

1- FRAME

- BLACK
- SILVER

2- SEAT+BACK: VINYL

- STEELCASE SPICE #5818
- STEELCASE FOGGY NIGHT #5805

3- FABRIC | BUZZ 2

- STEELCASE BLACK #5F17
- STEELCASE GREY #5F16
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS

task chairs

$345 / $380

CRITERION® By Steelcase

- 22.5"D x 27.5"W x 37.5" - 44"H
- 300 lbs weight limit
- Available in Plus size (500 lbs)
- Available with mid- or high-back

Criterion’s soft curves and pleasing contours provide all-day comfort

$410 / $435

AMIA® By Steelcase

- 21.75" - 24.75"D x 26.6"W x 37.25" - 42.5"H
- 300 lbs weight limit
- Available with 3D knit or upholstery on seat back

Amia is a hard working task chair designed to handle long hours of serious sitting

$445 / $465

THINK® By Steelcase

- 23" to 25"D X 27"W X 38" to 41.75"H Chair
- 23" to 25"D X 27"W X 43.75" to 53.5"H Stool
- Translucent 3D Knit back is available in 14 colors. Matching seat upholstery is available, or create your own from thousands of fabrics, leathers, and vinyls.
- Available with a fully-upholstered seat and back in any of the thousands of fabrics, leathers and vinyls. Two finish colors are available: black and platinum

Think is the chair with a brain and a conscience. It’s intelligent enough to understand how you sit and adjust itself intuitively.
**ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS**

**task chairs**

---

**LEAP®**

- 21.75" - 24.75"D x 27"W x 38.5" - 43.5"H
- 300 lbs weight limit
- Petite or Plus size (500 lbs) available
- Available with 3D knit upholstery on seat back

---

**SIENTO®**

- 26"D x 27 ½"W x 40" - 45"H
- 300 lbs weight limit
- LiveBack® technology flexes with you as you move and recline in the chair, for full support
- Adjustable back tension control lets you set the amount of resistance as you recline
- Flexible seat edge, relieves pressure on the back of the legs as you recline or lean forward
- Upright back lock
- Available in fabric only

---

The Leap chair’s back moves as you move and changes shape to mimic and support the movement of your spine.

Siento is designed for high-end work environments featuring a lot of technology inside. It is about making you feel good (its name means, “I feel”). Ergonomically intuitive, it moves as you move.
LEAP PLUS®

- 22.75” to 24.75”D x 31.75”W x 38.75” to 42.5”H
- 500 lbs. weight limit
- Available with 3D knit upholstery on seat back
- Same Alive Seating technology of Leap seating.
- Same functionality and aesthetic appeal as Leap seating, Leap Plus blends seamlessly into any office environment.
- The flexible backrest ensures that the back is always fully supported.
- Adjustable upper and lower back controls
- Seat takes the pressure off the spine when reclining.

CRITERION PLUS®

- Criterion Plus has soft curves and pleasing contours for all-day comfort. Criterion Plus features a 20% larger seat and back, added back support, higher density foam, reinforced frame, and high-pressure pneumatics to meet the needs of larger users, up to 500 pounds.
- 500 lbs. weight limit
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS FINISHES

**ergonomic accessories + adjustable-height tables**

FINISH OPTIONS:

1- METAL

- **SILVER**
- **BLACK**

2- WOOD

- **CHERRY P.LAM OR WOOD**
- **MAPLE P.LAM OR WOOD**

3- VINYL

- **BRONCO CLAY #5 AC-69364**
- **BRONCO GODIVA #22 AC-69381**
- **BRONCO PERSIMMON #12 AC-69371**
FYI® Monitor Arms—in single or dual models—adjust quickly for workers on the go, without using any tools. This puts screens in the right position for any user and any posture, reducing eye and muscle strain, increasing user comfort and creating a healthier and more productive workplace.

FYI® By Details
- Designed to adapt to tomorrow’s changing technology
- Allows monitor to be positioned at the correct viewing distance and promote stress-free movement
- Tilt mechanism operates through a range of 20° backward tilt and 30° forward tilt
- Rotation allows for landscape or portrait viewing of monitor
- Built-in counter-balance tool for easy balance of the monitor
- Ships with 75mm/100mm VESA compliant mounting plate

FYI single flat panel arms are available with or without brackets.
FYI dual flat panel monitor arms are standard with brackets—C-clamp, through-mount, and c:scape.

$100 / $200
Options for every need.

M2 / M4 / M7 / M8
- M2: The most advanced fully articulating dynamic monitor arm on the market.
- M4: A dynamically adjustable monitor arm solution perfect for multiple-user workstations.
- M7: An award-winning monitor arm solution with almost infinitely configurable options.
- M8: A high-capacity monitor arm that supports the widest range of monitors available today.

M8 with Crossbar By Humanscale
- M8 supports two monitors – each weighing up to 20 lbs. – arranged side by side.
- Rugged, high-capacity construction supports dual-monitor applications with optional crossbar
- Built-in fine-tune adjustment ensures that double monitors line up perfectly
- Sleek, modern aesthetic complements any contemporary workstation
- Integrated cable management reduces unsightly cable clutter
- 180° stop mechanism prevents wall damage from over-rotation
- Counterbalances monitor(s) with simple hex screw adjustment
- Quick Release ball joint facilitates fast and easy monitor installation and removal
- Built-in security system provides effective theft-deterrent for public areas

$248
A high-capacity monitor arm that supports the widest range of monitors available today.
**NEO-FLEX ARM** By Ergotron

- Weight Capacity: 18 lbs (8.2 kg)
- Monitor depth greater than 2” (5 cm) may diminish capacity. Read more
- Mounting Options: Desk Clamp attaches to surface edge up to 1.8” (46 mm) thick; Grommet Mount attaches through hole up to 2” (51 mm) wide and up to 1-3/4” (44 mm) deep

---

**LX DUAL ARM** By Ergotron

- 13-inch (33 cm) height range meets the ergonomic needs of more than nine out of ten adults
- Extends LCDs out to 25” (64 cm) with an adjustment range of 18” (46 cm); push your displays out of the way when not in use
- Larger displays (e.g. 23” to 24” screen sizes) cannot be positioned in a stacked orientation; larger displays can only be placed side by side
- Weight Capacity: Individual monitor weight = 7–20 lbs (3.1–9.1 kg); maximum combined weight = 40 lbs (18.1 kg). Monitor depth may affect weight capacity

---

**LX SINGLE ARM** By Ergotron

- Cable management feature routes cables under the arm, out of the way
- Extends LCD up to 25” (64 cm); push your display out of the way when not in use
- 13” (33 cm) height range meets the ergonomic needs of more than nine out of ten adults
- Arm folds back over the base into a compact retracted position; perfect for tucking under systems furniture storage shelves or cabinets in space constrained areas

---

**NATIONAL HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS**

**ergonomic accessories + adjustable-height tables**

- **$125**
  - NEO-FLEX ARM
  - Weight Capacity: 18 lbs (8.2 kg)
  - Monitor depth greater than 2” (5 cm) may diminish capacity. Read more
  - Mounting Options: Desk Clamp attaches to surface edge up to 1.8” (46 mm) thick; Grommet Mount attaches through hole up to 2” (51 mm) wide and up to 1-3/4” (44 mm) deep

- **$250**
  - LX DUAL ARM
  - 13-inch (33 cm) height range meets the ergonomic needs of more than nine out of ten adults
  - Extends LCDs out to 25” (64 cm) with an adjustment range of 18” (46 cm); push your displays out of the way when not in use
  - Larger displays (e.g. 23” to 24” screen sizes) cannot be positioned in a stacked orientation; larger displays can only be placed side by side
  - Weight Capacity: Individual monitor weight = 7–20 lbs (3.1–9.1 kg); maximum combined weight = 40 lbs (18.1 kg). Monitor depth may affect weight capacity

- **$100**
  - LX SINGLE ARM
  - Cable management feature routes cables under the arm, out of the way
  - Extends LCD up to 25” (64 cm); push your display out of the way when not in use
  - 13” (33 cm) height range meets the ergonomic needs of more than nine out of ten adults
  - Arm folds back over the base into a compact retracted position; perfect for tucking under systems furniture storage shelves or cabinets in space constrained areas
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS

ergonomic accessories + adjustable-height tables

WORKFIT Single Monitor w/surface
By Ergotron

• Includes height-adjustment column, desk clamp, LCD pivot, worksurface, large keyboard tray
• Can be configured to hold a laptop instead of an LCD display: also order the LX Notebook Tray (50-193-200)
• * Weight Capacity: Maximum load on height-adjustment assembly = 18 lbs (8.2 kg), LCD pivot capacity = 6–16 lbs (2.3–7.3 kg), worksurface ≤ 5 lbs (2.3 kg), keyboard tray ≤ 5 lbs (2.3 kg). For proper operation the total weight of components when added together should not exceed 18 lbs (8.2 kg)
• Price contingent upon configuration

WORKFIT Dual Monitor w/surface
By Ergotron

• Includes height-adjustment column, desk clamp, crossbar, two (2) LCD pivots, worksurface, large keyboard tray
• * Maximum outside width of display is 24.5" (62 cm) when display is 2" (5 cm) thick. This range accommodates most displays with screens up to 24" as well as some displays with screens as large as 26". Actual allowable width of displays will vary slightly depending on display thickness. Note that older versions of this product used a narrower crossbar, which accommodated monitors with screens of up to 22"
• Price contingent upon configuration
ergonomic accessories + adjustable-height tables

KONTOUR, Clamp Mount Single Monitor
By Chief
- Sleek, solidly-constructed forged aluminum arms
- Dynamic height adjustment using gas-spring technology for ideal positioning
- Simple 3-step installation and integrated quick-release interface for easy mounting and maintenance
- Tool-free cable management covers for a clean, professional look
- Patented Centris Extreme Tilt for an ultimate ergonomic solution. Tilts -75 degrees/+10 degrees
- Easily clamps to edge of desk (grommet and bolt through accessory available, separately)

KONTOUR, Clamp Mount Dual Monitor
By Chief
- Independently position monitors for optimal viewing comfort (sitting and/or standing)
- Dynamic height adjustment using gas-spring technology.
- Simple 3-step installation and integrated quick-release interface for easy mounting and maintenance
- Tool-free cable management covers for a clean, professional look
- Patented Centris Extreme Tilt. Tilts -75/+10 for an ultimate ergonomic solution
- Easily clamps to edge of desk (grommet and bolt through accessory available, separately)
STRAIGHT PLATFORM With A Lift And Lock Mechanism By Details

- Lift and lock mechanism with a 26” straight platform
- Range of adjustment is 2 ½” above the work surface and 6” below
- Swivel range is 360 degrees
- Integrated mouse retention and green-gel palm rest
- Mouse platform available

$148

HUMANSCALE KEYBOARD PLATFORM 5G MECHANISM / BIG COMPACT

- 25” W x 10.625” D
- 5G Keyboard Mechanism
- Height adjustment range: 6.25”
- Tilt adjustment range: 0 degrees to -15 degrees
- Weight: 8.5 pounds
- Exceeds all BIFMA standards
- Made primarily of powder-coated steel
- 15-year 24/7 warranty

$195.72

HUMANSCALE KEYBOARD PLATFORM 5G MECHANISM / STANDARD

- 19”W x 10.625”D
- 5G Keyboard Mechanism
- Height adjustment range: 6.25”
- Tilt adjustment range: 0 degrees to -15 degrees
- Weight: 8.5 pounds
- Exceeds all BIFMA standards
- Made primarily of powder-coated steel
- 15-year 24/7 warranty

$191
**CPU HOLDER By Steelcase Details**

- Keeping your technology safe and accessible may not be your job, but it can directly affect how well you do your job.
- Whether it's simply as way to keep your CPU off the floor, accessible, or secure CPU Cradles and Trolley have all the options covered.

**HumanScale CPU Holder #600**

- Adjusts to fit CPUs 3.6” to 9” wide by 12” to 20” high
- Slides smoothly on nylon glides in 16” track
- Supports CPUs up to 30 pounds
- Rotates a full 360 degrees for complete access to cables and ports
- Adjustable mounting plate ensures that the CPU will be centered and balanced

**HumanScale CPU Holder #200**

- Designed to support smaller CPUs
- Accommodates CPUs 1” – 5” in width and 6” – 12” in height
- Supports CPUs up to 15 pounds
- Made primarily of recycled aluminum and steel
- Rotates 360°
- Total weight of CPU holder and track: 5.1 lbs.
SERIES 5
Adjustable table by Details

- Sit-to-stand height-adjustability.
- Up/down electronic push-button control allows users to adjust their worksurface from 25.5” - 52” at 1.7” per second, offering an optimum range of sitting or standing heights.
- Load-bearing capacity is 220 lbs, including the weight of the worksurface.

*Please contact vendor for other sizes and additional height range

WORKRITE SIERRA HX
Electric height adjustable table by Workrite

- Hidden crossbar design provides optimum knee clearance and under worksurface access
- Electric control with 3 memory pre-sets
- Height range: 22”– 48” at 1.6” per second
- Lifting capacity: 2-leg, 225 lbs.; 3-leg, 300 lbs.
- Available in 24 worksurface styles in over 60 laminate options including slender Silhouette worksurfaces
- Available in Sierra silver or charcoal finish
- Base only or full workcenter

GCX VHM CHANNEL MOUNT

- Small profile - space saving design
- 7 - 20 lb / 3.2 - 9.1 kg Weight limit
- Tilt/swivel adjustment
- Portrait/landscape adjustment
- 75/100 mm VESA compatible
- 12”/30.5 cm Height adjustment
- 14.8”/37.6 cm maximum reach
- 5”/12.7 cm minimum reach when in the flush position

Series 5 Height-Adjustable tables deliver the motion and emotion that help to bring health to workers and the workplace.

Compatible with full line of tool bar and rail system accessories

Smooth continuous surface with minimal seams for easy cleaning

$850

$1,569

$268
Airtouch promotes wellness in the workplace, enabling users to change their working positions from seated to standing.

- No electrical outlet required.
- With a light touch, workers can effortlessly and quietly adjust their worksurface from 26” to 43” to fit their personal or task-related needs, be it sitting, standing, collaborative or solo.
- Airtouch doesn’t have any electrical components, it can be used anywhere.
- Load-bearing capacity is 150 lbs.
FINISHES

side seating

STEELCASE TASK CHAIR FINISH OPTIONS:

1- BASE

- **BASE**
  - METAL: SILVER
  - WOOD: BLONDE ON MAPLE
  - WOOD: NATURAL CHERRY

2- SEAT+BACK: VINYL

- **VINYL**
  - VINYL #5818: SPICE
  - VINYL #5805: FOGGY NIGHT
FINISH OPTIONS:

1- METAL

- SILVER
- BLACK

2- WOOD

- CHERRY P.LAM
  - OR WOOD
- MAPLE P.LAM
  - OR WOOD

3- VINYL

- BRONCO CLAY
  - #5 AC-69364
- BRONCO GODIVA
  - #22 AC-69381
- BRONCO PERSIMMON
  - #12 AC-69371
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS
side seating

$160

PLAYER® by Steelcase
- 17.5”D x 18.25”W x 18.25”H
- Sled-Base, Four-Leg chairs and Four-Leg Stool
- With or without arms.
- The Four-Leg stacks six-high (floor) and eight-high (dolly), also available with casters for greater mobility
- All models are fully upholstered, including the outer back, and feature a reinforced steel frame for long-term durability.

$260

REPLY® by Steelcase
- 23”D x 23 1/4” W x 34”H Leg-Base
- 23 1/2”D x 23 1/4” W x 33 1/2”H Sled-Base
- Mesh Back: Nine mesh colors: Black, Grey, White, Red, Royal Blue, Apple Green, Orange, Bright Purple, and Sable.
- Arm Options: Fully adjustable (height, pivot and depth) arms, height adjustable arms, and armless.
- Upholstery Options: Steelcase Surfaces, Select Surfaces or COM (Customer’s Own Material) on seats and upholstered backs

$345

JERSEY® by Steelcase
- 16.75” - 20.5”D x 20”W x 16” - 20.5”H
- Stackable guest chair. All versions of the Jersey guest chair stack four-high on the floor.
- Available with steel arm or armless.
- Choose with or without casters.

Player is a convenient, comfortable, stackable chair for a multitude of uses. It’s perfect for high traffic areas like waiting rooms, classrooms, cafes or multi-purpose spaces.

Whether it’s multi-use or task seating, the global family of Reply chairs allow you to create a cohesive aesthetic in any environment.

With Jersey’s double mesh back, the first layer gives you a comfortable contact surface and the second layer provides support.
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS

side seating

$185

**CREW® by Steelcase**
- Upholstered or wood back
- With arms or without
- Glides or casters
- Black or platinum paint
- Stacks 4 high

$190

**MOVE® by Steelcase**
- 20.25"D x 25.75"W x 31.5"H
- 300 lbs weight limit
- Available armed or armless
- Stack 10 high
- Plastic arms, Open back
- No wide-width available. Supplement design with bariatric chair options as a best practice.

$210

**SORREL™ by Nurture**
- 20"D x 23.5"W x 33.5"H, single seat with arms
- Also available armless and bariatric (300 lbs dynamic, 750 lbs static), and easy access
- All models stacking (except easy access)
- Upholstered seat, Upholstered or wood back
- Steel frame and legs, Plastisol arms
- Open back
- NOTE this is the only Bariatric administrative side chair option

$415

**ENEA™ by Coalesse**
- Enea side chair/stacking chair available with upholstered seat and back, wood seat and back, or polypropylene seat and back, or combinations of these materials.
- Can be with or without arms.
- Tablet optional.
- Chairs stack 9 high, 6 high with tablet.
- Bar stools and tables also offered in this collection.
- Price based on upholstered seat and back
PLYFOLD Folding chair by Wieland

- Contoured cushions provide ergonomic comfort and are easily removable for cleaning, repair or replacement. Hidden hinges eliminate possible pinch points.
- Available mounting bracket for accessible storage behind doors, etc.
- SmartRail™ available for convenient storage - Patent Pending
- Safe design prevents the chair from folding unintentionally
- 400 lb. weight capacity
- Stackable up to 20 high on dolly
- Wide version available

Durable, Comfortable Ancillary seating ideal for patient rooms

$296

SCOOP by Peter Pepper

- A simple and elegant folding chair appropriate for a variety of short term seating applications in healthcare, hospitality, government and educational facilities everywhere.
- Generously proportioned in scale, the ‘scooped’ back and seat offers the user excellent support and comfort.
- An optional space saving wall bracket for simple out of the way storage
- Size: 19-1/2” w x 32” h x 21” d
- Folded Size: 35-1/2”h x 2-3/4”d.
- Seat Height: 18”
- *Available in all wood or wood back with upholstered seat.

Appropriate for a variety of short term seating

$311

CLIP by Peter Pepper

- CLIP. Sturdy steel frame, beechwood seat and mesh back provide a handy place to sit. When folded, CLIP is only 1” deep, and up to three can be stored on the wall bracket.
- Size: 17” w x 31” h x 17-3/4” d
- Folded Size: 35”h x 1”d
- Seat Height: 18-1/2”

Ready anytime additional short-term seating is needed

$230
wood side seating

$240

SAWYER™ By Steelcase
• 22.5”D x 20.5”W x 32.5”H
• 300 lbs weight limit
• No wide-width available. Supplement design with bariatric chair options as a best practice.

Contemporary, durable, and perfect for private offices and public spaces

$505

KATHRYN™ by Coalesse
• 22.25”D x 22.75”W x 32”H
• Rounded arm option
• 250 lbs weight limit
• Open back, upholstered back, or panel back option available
• No wide-width available. Supplement design with bariatric chair options as a best practice.

The Kathryn guest chair makes a real statement — whether in an office, consultation area, or waiting room

$662

JORDAN by Krug
• Designed in collaboration with several leading healthcare architects, designers, and professionals. Jordan is a collection that transcends conventional healthcare seating. A comprehensive research and design process has yielded a heightened level of aesthetic beauty, combined with exceptional ergonomic support and sitting comfort.
• Jordan includes Bariatric models at 30” and 44” that have strength properties allowing them to exceed 800 lb. seat drop test, and a static backrest strength test of 450 lbs.
• Price based on 21”W model

Designed for fast, easy installation - and reconfiguring.
FINISH OPTIONS:

1-METAL

STEELCASE
CHAMPAGNE METALLIC

2- P.LAM OR WOOD

STEELCASE
BLONDE ON MAPLE

STEELCASE
NATURAL CHERRY
WALDEN®
By Steelcase

- Available in wood veneer or laminate
- Desks, returns, bridges, credenzas, and storage available
- Price contingent upon configuration

Walden provides thoughtful options, quality components and natural wood

EE6 ELECTIVE ELEMENTS 6®
By Steelcase

- Available in wood veneer or laminate
- Desks, returns, bridges, credenzas, and storage available
- Price contingent upon configuration

This freestanding office system was designed to address changing workspace requirements

CURRENCY®
By Steelcase

- Available in laminate only
- Desks, returns, bridges, credenzas, and storage available
- Price contingent upon configuration

Currency is a contemporary laminate desking system

ANSWER®
By Steelcase

- Answer is a flexible, durable and smart freestanding system built from the Universal components
- Available in wood veneer or laminate
- Price contingent upon configuration

Flexibility redefined. Simple to install, expand, shrink and reconfigure, Answer easily adapts to changes

ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS
freestanding desks and systems furniture/workstation
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS

freestanding desks and systems furniture/workstation

ANSWER® UNIVERSAL® DETAILS®

By Steelcase

- Flexible line of panels and components
- Non-dedicated panel frames allow easy configurations as environments change
- Available in wood veneer or laminate
- Price contingent upon configuration

Flexibility redefined. Simple to install, expand, shrink and reconfigure. Answer easily adapts to changes
ADMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENTS FINISHES

storage and pedestals

FINISH OPTIONS:

1- METAL

STEELCASE
CHAMPAGNE METALLIC
storage and pedestals

$210

UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase

• Lateral File
  • Depths: 18”, 23-1/8”
  • Widths: 30”, 36”, 42”
  • Heights: 28”, 40”, 52-1/2”, 65-1/2”, 83-1/2”
  • Price based on 2’ high x 18” D x 28” H

$335

UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase

• Storage cabinet with doors
  • Depth: 18”, 23-1/8”
  • Widths: 30”, 36”, 42”
  • Heights: 28”, 40”, 52”, 65-1/2”, 83-1/2”
  • Price based on 30” W x 18” D x 28” H

$265

UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase

• Lateral File
  • Depths: 18”, 23-1/8”
  • Widths: 30”, 36”, 42”
  • Heights: 28”, 40”, 52”, 65-1/2”
  • Price based on 2 drawer LF, 30” W x 18” D x 28” H
storage and pedistals

$1,155

These versatile storage components are designed to help you manage information better.

UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase
- Combination cabinet
- Depths: 18", 23-1/8"
- Widths: 30", 36", 42"
- Heights: 52", 65-1/2", 83-1/2"
- Price based on 30"W x 18"D x 52" H
- W/2 Drawers high doors + 1 adj shelf configuration

$715

These versatile storage components are designed to help you manage information better.

UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase
- Tower and vertical storage
- Depths: 24", 30" (open side, vertical drawer and workstation vertical)
- Widths: 15" (workstation vertical), 24"
- Heights: 52", 65-1/2"
- Price based on (4) Drawers 24"W x 24"D x 52" H

$275

Contemporary storage — solid construction and attention to detail.

CURRENCY®
By Steelcase
- Mobile pedestal
- Box/file: 22"D x 15.75"W x 21.5"H
- File/file, box/box/file: 22"D x 15.75"W x 27"H
- Open/box/file: 22"D x 15.75"W x 27"H
- Price based on (2) drawer file/file configuration 22"D x 27" H
storage and pedestals

$255

A versatile storage system, that can also act as seating. Compatible with all Steelcase systems

UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase

- Mobile pedestal
- Multiple depths, widths, heights, and configurations available
- Price based on 15"W x 18 ⅜ "D configuration without cushion top

EE6 ELECTIVE ELEMENTS 6
By Steelcase

- Open storage, and layered worksurfaces provide piling surfaces for anticipated work
- One-high lateral files specified with cushion tops maximize space and provide an alternative seating solution. Lateral files can also be specified with wood or laminate tops
- Pedestal with drawers, Pedestal with hinged doors, Open pedestal, Adjustable-height pedestal, 1.5 high storage, One-high pedestal, Mobile pedestal, High pedestal, Lateral file, Single-high overhead cabinet, Double-high overhead cabinet, Organizer shelf, Open shelf, Desktop organizer, Hutch kit, Open hutch kit, Tackboard and wood panel with slatwall, Organizer service module, Single-high service module, Double-high service module, Freestanding bookcases, Stacking bookcases, Towers, Vertical cabinets, Wardrobe
- Price contingent upon configuration
FINISH OPTIONS:

1- METAL

- SILVER

2- WOOD

- CHERRY P.LAM
  OR WOOD
- MAPLE P.LAM
  OR WOOD

3- VINYL

- BRONCO CLAY
  #5 AC-69364
- BRONCO GODIVA
  #22 AC-69381
- BRONCO PERSIMMON
  #12 AC-69371
VERGE™
by Nurture

- 21", 27", 31" high with glides
- 21" high with casters
- Price based on 21"H with casters

Users can approach Verge Stool from any angle, rest their feet on the comfortable stool ring while working, and exit easily when a task is complete.

UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase

- Creates open plan, private settings, conference, and team areas
- Delivers a light-scale aesthetic to any space
- Offers a wide variety of worksurface shapes and edge profiles
- Freestanding, mobile and panel-mounted applications
- Price contingent upon configuration

Increase your design options with our most versatile worksurface system.
collaboration furniture

Big Table
by Turnstone

- 48' x 96" x 28" Seated Height
- 48" x 96" x 40" Stool Height
- Matching Storage Cabinets available
- Optional Utility Trough
- Price based on 96"W x 48"D x 28" H

Informal and inviting, Campfire Big Table can be whatever you need it to be: a meeting place, workstations for four people, lots of storage and work surface

E-TABLE™
by Coalesse

- Round, rectangle, trapezoid
- Multiple sizes up to 24’
- Electrical optional
- Selection of base styles
- Price contingent upon configuration

Open architecture for plug-and-play, E-Table 2 tables seamlessly integrates technology and beauty
collaboration furniture

**SYNC™**
by Nurture

- Single and double sided units
- Various widths and heights
- **Price contingent upon configuration**

**media:scape®**
by Steelcase

- Democratizes how people access and share information by allowing all participants to contribute their ideas — equally, quickly and seamlessly
- **Price contingent upon configuration**

**ENEAtm**
by Steelcase

- Enea side chair/stacking chair available with upholstered seat and back, wood seat and back, or polypropylene seat and back, or combinations of these materials.
- Can be with or without arms.
- Tablet optional.
- Chairs stack 9 high, 6 high with tablet.
- Bar stools and tables also offered in this collection.
- **Price with tablet arm and storage rack**
CONFERENCE and TRAINING ROOMS
DINING, CAFÉ and STAFF LOUNGE
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOM FINISHES

STEELCASE TABLES FINISH OPTIONS:

1- P. LAM OR WOOD

- WOOD BLONDE ON MAPLE
- WOOD NATURAL CHERRY

2- METAL

- SILVER
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS

### PAYBACK™
By Steelcase

- Round, square, rectangle, boat shaped, racetrack tables available
- Widths range from 36” to 168”
- Available in Laminate only
- Price contingent upon configuration

### UNIVERSAL
By Steelcase

- Widths range from 60” to 96”
- Depths range from 36” to 48”
- Available in Laminate or Wood Veneer Surfaces
- Price based on 30 x 60 top with T-legs

---

**$340**

Great conference table that will fit your space, your vision, your budget

Varied aesthetic choices available with laminate, edge detail and hardware options
CONVENE®
By Steelcase

- Tables in seven shapes, eight edge profiles, and sizes from 72” to 216”
- Available in wood or laminate with wood edge
- Wide selection of table bases
- Coordinating furniture to complete the conference room
- Available in Laminate or Wood Veneer
- For laminate finishes, it is recommended this product be specified with non-wood base to stay in line with costs of other products in this category
- Price contingent upon configuration

Convene tables are designed and crafted to be warm, inviting, and superbly functional.
## CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLES</th>
<th>TRAINING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GROUPWORK®</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Steelcase</td>
<td><strong>RUNNER™</strong>&lt;br&gt;by Coalesse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$340</td>
<td>$475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GROUPWORK®
- Round or square tables
- 18", 24" and 30" depth rectangle tables available
- Options include glides, casters, flip-top
- 24 x 60 top with T-legs, flip top with casters

### RUNNER™
- 20", 24", 30", 36" depth
- 48", 60", 72", 84" width
- Options include glides, casters, folding
- Power available
- Price based on 24 x 60 top with L-Base

### AKIRA™
- 20", 24", 30", 36" depth
- 48", 60", 72" width
- Options include glides, casters, flip-top
- Power available
- Price based on 24 x 60 flip top with L-Base
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS

**TRAINING**

**$700**

Train tables offer the ultimate high powered solution for training, labs, and multi-purpose rooms.

**TRAIN®**
by Coalesse

- 24” and 30” depth
- 48”, 60”, 72” width
- Options include glides, casters, flip-top
- Power available
- Recommended for applications that have extensive cable management / connectivity needs
- **Price based on 24 x 60 flip top**

**$330**

Verb is an integrated collection of classroom furniture designed to support a full range of teaching and learning styles on demand.

**VERB**
By Steelcase

- Verb tables are specifically designed to support different learning modes and encourage easy shifts between lecture, discussion, and project work. Unique shapes promote interaction, while a variety of sizes allow Verb to work in any classroom.
- Chevron shaped table improves sight lines, encourages collaboration and helps define personal work area—even in lecture mode
- The team table is designed for group work that requires interaction and collaboration, while maintaining personal work space
- Side hooks hold whiteboards and backpacks, while the side dock becomes a platform for group collaboration
- A center dock holds personal items, markers or other classroom supplies and turns whiteboards into privacy screens for test-taking
- Leg shape allows students to pull up to the end of the table for collaboration without interference
- Standard casters and light weight allows tables to easily shift between lecture, discussion and project work
- **Price based on 24 x 60 chevron top with (4) legs**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$215</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>UNIVERSAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;By Steelcase&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;• 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 54” round tables&lt;br&gt;• 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 48”, 54” square tables&lt;br&gt;• To meet ADA requirements, this table can be specified with a 4-leg option allowing a clear space of 30”w x 27”h x 19”d&lt;br&gt;• Price based on 36” diameter top with X-Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$365</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>au lait®</strong>&lt;br&gt;by Coalesse&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;• 30”, 36”, 42” round tables&lt;br&gt;• 24”, 30”, 36” square tables&lt;br&gt;• 24” x 30”, 24” x 36”, 30” x 36”, 30” x 42” rectangle tables&lt;br&gt;• Wheelchair-height and flip-top available&lt;br&gt;• Price based on 36” diameter table medium base, flip top</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOM FINISHES

seating

STEELCASE TASK CHAIR FINISH OPTIONS:

1- BASE | METAL

BLACK

SILVER

3- SEAT+BACK | VINYL

STEELCASE SPICE #5818

STEELCASE FOGGY NIGHT #5805

2- BASE | WOOD

WOOD BLONDE ON MAPLE

WOOD NATURAL CHERRY

4- UPHOLSTERY | BUZZ 2

STEELCASE BLACK 5F16

STEELCASE GREY 5F17

5- VINYL

BRONCO CLAY #5 AC-69364

BRONCO GODIVA #22 AC-69381

BRONCO PERSIMMON #12 AC-69371
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS

seating

PROTEGE®
By Steelcase
• Available with fully upholstered back or hard plastic back
• The fully adjustable Protégé comes with advanced swivel tilt, adjustable back tension, pneumatic seat height and upright back lock

Protégé seating fits nicely into your smaller spaces and budgets

$340

COBI®
By Steelcase
• 23.25" D x 24.75"W x 34" – 39"H
• 300 lbs weight limit

Cobi seating was designed to foster collaboration and promote movement

$360

KART®
by Coalesse
• 22.5”D x 24.5”W x 32.5” - 38”H
• 250 lbs weight limit
• Seat can flip up for chair to nest

Modeled after shopping carts, Kart combines the comfort of a task chair with functionality never seen before in a stacking/nesting chair

$490
## CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS

### seating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHORD™ by Coalesse</th>
<th>REPLY® by Steelcase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$710</strong></td>
<td><strong>$250</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHORD™**
- 26.5”D x 26.5”W x 36” - 39”H
- 250 lbs weight limit
- Available in conference, mid-back and high-back
- Pneumatic height adjustment
- Five star base is standard in black resin or optional in polished aluminum
- Recommended for use in boardroom applications only

**REPLY®**
- 24” TO 25”D x 26”W x 37 ¾” to 42 ¾”
- Work happens in many places. Choices for seating are abundant with Reply – a complete family of comfortable value-friendly chairs that are as nice to look at as they are to sit in.
- Mesh Back: Choose from nine mesh colors: Black, Grey, White, Red, Royal Blue, Apple Green, Orange, Bright Purple, and Sable.

Chord executive seating has many options to accommodate almost every need.

Reply offers a complete, global family of seating including both task and guest chairs.
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS

seating

TRAINING

$315

Node: seating for the active learning classroom.

**NODE**

- Casters lend mobility for quick, easy transitions between teaching modes
- Swivel seat keeps open sightlines between student and instructor, whiteboard, and other students
- Personal worksurface swivels in tandem with seat and is adjustable for users of all sizes. It accommodates left- and right-handed students and is large enough to support students’ digital and analog resources.
- Tripod base keeps backpacks and valuable personal belongings out of the aisle
- Five-star base provides seat-height adjustability
- Optional cupholder and tablet stand free up worksurface area for books and other technology
- Flexible seat, without pneumatic adjustments to worry about, keeps students comfortable in a variety of postures
- Open seat design offers easy access, while arms serve as backpack hooks
- Comfort without upholstery means easy maintenance
- Steelcase warranty with elevated durability testing makes node an easy choice
DINING, CAFÉ, STAFF LOUNGE

seating

$185

The Enea seating collection is comfortable, stackable, and versatile, with a wide palette of colors and finish possibilities.

Sculpted for comfort with just the right flex

ENEA™ LOTTUS
by Coalesse

- 20.75”D x 20.75”W x 30”H
- Available with arms or armless
- Poly, poly insert or upholstered/sled base and post base stool
- Armless stacks 10-high
- (TB133 available as special with minimum quantity of 75 required)
- Price based on polypropylene seat + back

$225

The Enea seating collection is comfortable, stackable, and versatile, with a wide palette of colors and finish possibilities.

$280

Flexors inside the seat curve with your curves and move as you move

MOVE®
by Steelcase

- 20.25”D x 25.75”W x 31.5”H
- 300 lbs weight limit
- Available armed or armless
- Stack 10-high on dolly, 5 on floor
- Also available in stool-height
- Price based on plastic back with upholstered seat

price

$185
$225
$280
DOMINO®
by Steelcase

- 20.5"D x 20"W x 30"H
- Armless only
- Stacks 20-high on dolly, 8 on floor
- 253 lbs weight limit
- Must be ordered as a set of (4) units
- Price based on set of (4) chairs

$175

DOMINO® by Steelcase

Durable, lightweight, affordable stack chair

SORREL™
by Nurture

- 20"D x 23.5"W x 34.5"H, single seat with arms
- Also available as armless, bariatric (300 lbs dynamic, 750 lbs static), and easy access
- All models stacking (except easy access)
- Upholstered seat
- Upholstered or wood back
- Steel frame and legs
- NOTE this is the only Bariatric Café chair option
- Price based on upholstered seat + back

$210

SORREL™ by Nurture

Light-scale design and stackability provides more seating

PLAYER®
by Steelcase

- 17.5"D x 18.25"W x 18.25"H
- Sled-Base, Four-Leg chairs and Four-Leg Stool
- With or without arms.
- The Four-Leg stacks six-high (floor) and eight-high (dolly), also available with casters for greater mobility
- All models are fully upholstered, including the outer back, and feature a reinforced steel frame for long-term durability.
- Price based on upholstered seat + back

$160

PLAYER® by Steelcase

Player is a convenient, comfortable, stackable chair for a multitude of uses. It’s perfect for high traffic areas like waiting rooms, classrooms, cafes or multi-purpose spaces.
DINING, CAFÉ, STAFF LOUNGE

seating

$230

The Scoop

Inspired by a grain scoop, Kirt Martin designed this casual stool to support your creative interactions and need for expression.

Scoop™
By Turnstone

- Minimalist lines make a simple statement, while cushions of color pop with comfort. The Scoop stool is durable, cleanable, and built to last.
- Optional upholstered seat cushion for added comfort.
- Durable wire rod frame available in Black or Platinum Metallic
- Molded plastic seat in two colors: white or cobblestone
- Price includes upholstered seat pad

$150

The Enea Café Stool delivers simple, uncluttered, and contemporary style.

Enea™
By Coalesse

- 14 ½”D x 17”W x 19 ¼” H Overall Low stool
- 14 ½”D x 17”W x 27 ¼” H Overall High Stool
- Chair, counter, and bar height options
- Optional back and standard polished aluminum footrest on bar and counter stools
- Frame in black gloss, white gloss, or silver metallic powder coat
- Polypropylene, wood, upholstery, or leather seat and back
- 9 standard polypropylene colors; 27 standard wood finishes
- Price based on model without seat cushion
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS FINISHES

FINISH OPTIONS:

1- METAL

SILVER

2- WOOD

CHERRY P.LAM OR WOOD

MAPLE P.LAM OR WOOD
CONFERECE AND TRAINING ROOMS

SUPPORT FURNITURE

$641

“WHEELIES”
By Peter Pepper
- Size: 20” w x 44” h x 16” d
- Included: Pen/paper stop, Natural Anodized Aluminum finish.
- Reading Shelf: 23-3/4”w x 20-1/2”d.
- Reading Shelf Height at Front Edge: 40”.
- Frame: Natural Anodized Aluminum.
- Top: Medium density fiberboard (MDF) in any Textured PPP Color.
- Sides & Back Panel Finish: Available in Cool Grey, Black, Cherry and Natural Maple Melamine, or Square Perforated Maple Veneer.
- Interior: Cool Grey Melamine with 2 adjustable shelves.
- Casters: 3” locking casters.

$1,540

CONVENE®
By Steelcase
- Available with casters or feet
- Task Light and wire management channel for routing cables are included
- Available with non-locking door
- 48” High
- Price based on solid wood specification

$1,350

EXPONENTS
By Coalesse
- Available in veneer or painted MDF.
- Removable back panel for easy access to wire management.
- Top flip lid allows presenter to access power, voice or data outlets.
- Shelf angled for presentation papers or laptop usage.
- Cords exit or enter lectern at the bottom, from either side

$300

PAYBACK™
By Steelcase
- 18”D x 23.5”W x 44”H
- On casters for mobility, includes a 6”H fixed note shelf and fixed bottom shelf

SPEAKERS

$1,350

LARGE CONFERECE ROOMS

$500

“WHEELIES”
By Peter Pepper
- Size: 20” w x 44” h x 16” d
- Included: Pen/paper stop, Natural Anodized Aluminum finish.
- Reading Shelf: 23-3/4”w x 20-1/2”d.
- Reading Shelf Height at Front Edge: 40”.
- Frame: Natural Anodized Aluminum.
- Top: Medium density fiberboard (MDF) in any Textured PPP Color.
- Sides & Back Panel Finish: Available in Cool Grey, Black, Cherry and Natural Maple Melamine, or Square Perforated Maple Veneer.
- Interior: Cool Grey Melamine with 2 adjustable shelves.
- Casters: 3” locking casters.

$1,540

CONVENE®
By Steelcase
- Available with casters or feet
- Task Light and wire management channel for routing cables are included
- Available with non-locking door
- 48” High
- Price based on solid wood specification

$1,350

EXPONENTS
By Coalesse
- Available in veneer or painted MDF.
- Removable back panel for easy access to wire management.
- Top flip lid allows presenter to access power, voice or data outlets.
- Shelf angled for presentation papers or laptop usage.
- Cords exit or enter lectern at the bottom, from either side

$300

PAYBACK™
By Steelcase
- 18”D x 23.5”W x 44”H
- On casters for mobility, includes a 6”H fixed note shelf and fixed bottom shelf
CONVENUE®
By Steelcase

- Various door and drawer configurations are available to meet your storage needs
- Buffet-height credenzas are also available.
- Translucent glass doors are available as an option
- 21.5”D
- Price contingent upon configuration

EXPONENTS™
by Coalesse

- Available in three widths: 48", 73" or 96"
- Available in two depths: 24” no doors, 24.75” with doors, 22” interior clear
- Available in three heights: 21”, 27” or 39” with or without doors, or partial doors
- Available in painted MDF or wood
- Price contingent upon configuration
CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ROOMS

ROOM WIZARD II®
By Steelcase

- 7" capacitive touch screen - adjust room reservation or grab a room for an impromptu meeting
- Built-in web server allows users to find and reserve a room from any network PC
- Status lights - red or green lights show availability
- Start button - automatically release a room if occupants do not show up
- Analytics console - record room occupancy and reservation patterns, then generate reports to provide insight into space utilization
- Use RoomWizard as a stand-alone system, or seamless book rooms with an existing reservation system such as Microsoft® Outlook®, Lotus Notes®, or other software systems
- **Price contingent upon configuration**

CONFIDANTE®
By Steelcase

- Sound Masking Audio System
- Two different control modules power up to 30 or up to 300 emitters
- System is expandable after initial installation, space permitting
- Plug and play installation - no tuning required
- Infrared remote volume control
- Plenum rated cable and direct field emitters
- Various mount housings available for varying ceiling materials
- Hole saw included
- **Price contingent upon configuration**

MEDIA:SCAPE®
By Steelcase

- media:scape® brings together people, space and information, to boost collaboration and help teams excel.
- Through the integration of furniture and technology, media:scape is reshaping the way people collaborate in a connected world – by allowing participants to access and share digital information equally, quickly and seamlessly.
- **Price contingent upon configuration**
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markerboards and easels

SUPPORT FURNITURE

CONVENE®
Markerboard by Steelcase
- Wallboard doors have a tackable surface on the inside and pegs to hang flip-chart pads
- Interior writing surface accommodates dry-erase markers
- Price contingent upon specification

HUDDLEBOARDS
Markerboard by Steelcase
- Lightweight, portable, and versatile – Huddleboard puts marker and display surfaces wherever they are needed. The options are endless; simply choose the solution that is best for your environment.
- Price contingent upon specification

GROUPWORKS
Easel by Steelcase
- Integrated flip-chart pegs along top
- Center tray holds pencil trays for markers, erasers and push pins
- Bottom tray provides extra storage for easel pads or equipment
- Four hard, dual-wheel casters provide easy mobility
- Price contingent upon specification

110 SERIES
Markerboard by Steelcase
- Concealed hanging system
- Narrow profile, extruded aluminum with clear anodized finish.
- Virtually indestructible e3 environmental ceramicsteel surface with Steelcase Lifetime Warranty
- Steelcase Premium Tackboards are warranted for a period of 12 years.
- Screenprinting options available
- Price contingent upon specification

EDGE
Markerboard by Steelcase
- e3 environmental ceramicsteel™ writing surface or fabric tackable surface with “thin-line” aluminum trim
- Clear anodized aluminum or champagne gold trim
- Virtually indestructible e3 environmental ceramicsteel surface with Steelcase Lifetime Warranty.
- Screenprinting options available
- Price contingent upon specification
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY
WAITING ROOM/LOBBY FINISHES

FINISH OPTIONS:

1- METAL

SILVER

2- WOOD

CHERRY P.LAM OR WOOD

MAPLE P.LAM OR WOOD

3- VINYL

BRONCO CLAY #5 AC-69364

BRONCO GODIVA #22 AC-69381

BRONCO PERSIMMON #12 AC-69371
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

**modular systems**

$450

**ASPEKT™**
by Nurture

- 27”D x 22.75”W x 33”H, single chair with arms
- Also available in 2-seat, 3-seat, bariatric (300 lbs dynamic, 750 lbs static), high back patient chair, easy access, bench, stool, ganging and freestanding tables
- Metal frame and legs
- Wood arm caps, Plastisol arms available
- Crumb Sweep is standard
- **Price based on single unit**

![ASPEKT™ Chair](image)

**MITRA®**
by Nurture

- 27.5”D x 23.25”W x 27.5”H, single chair with arms
- Also available 2-seat, 3-seat, bariatric (dynamic 300 lbs, static 750 lbs), high back patient, single, double and triple lounge chair, recliner, sleep chair, and freestanding tables
- Plastisol arms option available
- Crumb sweep is standard
- **Price based on single unit**

![MITRA® Chair](image)

$540

**OUTLOOK NIKKO™**
by Nurture

- 27”D x 25”W x 32.5”H, single chair with arms
- Also available in single seat wide, 2-seat, 3-seat, bariatric (dynamic 500 lbs, static 1000 lbs), glider, and high back patient chair
- Plastisol arms option available
- **Price based on single unit**

![OUTLOOK NIKKO™ Chair](image)
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

**modular systems**

---

### JORDAN
**by Krug**

- Jordan Multiple Seating is designed for fast, easy installation - and reconfiguring. A simple yet very strong fastening system allows product to be quickly and easily moved, re-installed, added onto, or reconfigured in a different layout. Linking tables can be dropped into, or removed from, multiple seating configurations without taking the seating units apart, and without defacing the seat frames. Tables are universal and non-handed, so can be changed to a reverse position.

- **Price based on single unit**

---

### MARCO
**by Nemschoff**

- Marco provides comfort and style in any healthcare environment. The sweeping curves of its arms and light scale offer elegance to a variety of settings. Marco is available as 1-, 2-, and 3- seat models with or without intervening arms. The Marco line is completed with coordinating tables and the complementary Marco Grande grouping.

- **Price based on single unit**

---

### CIRCA™
**by Coalesse**

- Straight and wedge seating
- Legs: hardwood maple or walnut

- **Price contingent upon configuration**
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

**bariatric seating**

$270

**MITRA**
By Nurture

- 30" seat
- 27"D x 33"W x 33"H, overall dimensions
- Weight: dynamic 300 lbs, static 750 lbs
- Stacking

*Light-scale design and stackability provides more seating*

$610

**ASPEKT**
By Nurture

- 30" seat
- 27"D x 33"W x 33"H, overall dimensions
- Weight: dynamic 300 lbs, static 750 lbs

*Designed to satisfy all your public area seating needs while offering a great value*

$680

**SORREL**
By Nurture

- 20"D x 31.5"W x 34.5"H, 30" seat model
- Weight: dynamic 300 lbs, static 750 lbs
- Stacking

*Mitra offers a complete range of solutions allowing consistent design features throughout a facility*

$775

**OUTLOOK SEQUOIA**
By Nurture

- Two widths:
  - 27"D x 35"W x 32.5"H, 30" seat model
  - 27"D x 45"W x 32.5"H, 40" seat model
- Weight: dynamic 300 lbs, static 700 lbs

*Flat arms, tapered solid maple legs and subtly curved side arms offer excellent durability for any environment*
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

**bariatric seating**

---

**$925**

LEELA™
By Nurture

- Two widths:
  - 27.5"D x 34.25"W x 33.75"H, 30” seat model
  - 27.5"D x 43.75"W x 33.75"H, 40” seat model
- Weight: dynamic 500 lbs, static 1000 lbs

*A comfortable solution to make any waiting room feel more like a family room*

---

**$850**

OUTLOOK NIKKO™
By Nurture

- Two widths:
  - 27"D x 35"W x 32.5"H, 30” seat model
  - 27"D x 45"W x 32.5"H, 40” seat model
- Weight: dynamic 300 lbs, static 750 lbs

*Wood frame has flush joints while steel-to-steel connections offer excellent durability for any environment*
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

**JORDAN**

by Krug

- Designed in collaboration with several leading healthcare architects, designers, and professionals. Jordan is a collection that transcends conventional healthcare seating. A comprehensive research and design process has yielded a heightened level of aesthetic beauty, combined with exceptional ergonomic support and sitting comfort.
- Jordan includes Bariatric models at 30” and 44” that have strength properties allowing them to exceed 800 lb. seat drop test, and a static backrest strength test of 450 lbs.
- **Price based on 30”W model**

**MARCO**

by Nemschoff

- Certified to hold up to 1000 lbs.
- Spring seat construction
- Certified to meet CTB133/ASTM E-1537 with most fabrics
- Removable seat and back covers
- Available in 30 and 40” seat widths
- **Price based on 30”W model**

---

**JORDAN**

by Krug

- Designed in collaboration with several leading healthcare architects, designers, and professionals. Jordan is a collection that transcends conventional healthcare seating. A comprehensive research and design process has yielded a heightened level of aesthetic beauty, combined with exceptional ergonomic support and sitting comfort.
- Jordan includes Bariatric models at 30” and 44” that have strength properties allowing them to exceed 800 lb. seat drop test, and a static backrest strength test of 450 lbs.
- **Price based on 30”W model**

**MARCO**

by Nemschoff

- Certified to hold up to 1000 lbs.
- Spring seat construction
- Certified to meet CTB133/ASTM E-1537 with most fabrics
- Removable seat and back covers
- Available in 30 and 40” seat widths
- **Price based on 30”W model**

---

**JORDAN**

by Krug

- Designed in collaboration with several leading healthcare architects, designers, and professionals. Jordan is a collection that transcends conventional healthcare seating. A comprehensive research and design process has yielded a heightened level of aesthetic beauty, combined with exceptional ergonomic support and sitting comfort.
- Jordan includes Bariatric models at 30” and 44” that have strength properties allowing them to exceed 800 lb. seat drop test, and a static backrest strength test of 450 lbs.
- **Price based on 30”W model**

**MARCO**

by Nemschoff

- Certified to hold up to 1000 lbs.
- Spring seat construction
- Certified to meet CTB133/ASTM E-1537 with most fabrics
- Removable seat and back covers
- Available in 30 and 40” seat widths
- **Price based on 30”W model**
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

lounge chairs

$640

**JENNY®**
By Turnstone

- 31.75"D x 31.75"W x 31.25"H
- Multiple seats may be ganged together
- Ottoman also available

**Elegant and affordable. Jenny brings a touch of home and a great look to any space**

$925

**LEELA™**
By Nurture

- 27.5"D x 24.5"W or 28.5"W x 33.75"H, single seat lounge
- Also available in 2-seat, 3-seat, 34.25"W and 43.75"W bariatric (dynamic 500 lbs, static 1000 lbs), and tables

**A comfortable solution to make any waiting room feel more like a family room**
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

lounge chairs

$615

**PASSERELLE™**
By Coalesse

- 27"D x 30.5"W x 29"H
- Ottoman available

*Passerelle embodies a timeless design in rich tradition and elegance*

$830

**SIDEWALK™**
By Coalesse

- 27"D x 30.5"W x 29"H or 32"H
- Tablet and ottoman also available
- Casters optional

*Sidewalk’s design promotes social interaction*
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

sofas

$1,065

OUTLOOK SEQUOIA™
By Nurture

- 27"D x 46.75"W x 32.5"H, double seat
- 27"D x 68.75"W x 32.5"H, triple seat
- Price based on double seat

-Outlook Sequoia seating features a wood frame with flush joints, while steel-to-steel connections offer excellent durability for any environment.

$1,150

OUTLOOK NIKKO™
By Nurture

- 27"D x 46.75"W x 32.5"H, double seat
- 27"D x 68.75"W x 32.5"H, triple seat
- Price based on double seat

-Outlook Nikko seating features tapered solid maple legs and subtly curved side arms.

$1,260

LEELA™
By Nurture

- 27.5"D x 43.75"W x 33.75"H, double seat
- 27.5"D x 63"W x 33.75"H, triple seat
- Price based on double seat

-Leela combines clean lines, comfort, and just the right scale to fit into any waiting environment.
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

sofas

$955

SIDEWALK™
By Coalesse

- 27"D x 56.5"W x 29"H, 2-seat version only

Sidewalk’s design promotes social interaction

$1,270

PASSERELLE™
By Coalesse

- 27”D x 56.5”W x 29”H, double seat
- 27”D x 72.75”W x 29”H, triple seat
- Benches and ottomans also available
- Price based on double seat configuration

Passerelle embodies a timeless design in rich tradition and elegance

$1,355

AWAIT™
By Coalesse

- 30”D x 66”W x 27”H, 3 seat
- 30”D x 88”W x 27”H, 4 seat
- Price based on 3- seat configuration

Await exemplifies the versatility and functionality of transformation in a space
sofas

$2,340

COUPE™
By Coalesse

• Two sizes available:
  - 28"D x 52.5"W x 30"H
  - 28"D x 72"W x 30"H
• Price based on 52.5"W model

Built using our award-winning plywood tab construction, which guarantees long-term durability
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

bench + ottoman

$610

SIDEWALK™
By Coalesse

- Three bench sizes available: 24"W, 36"W, 48"W
- Price based on 36"W bench

Sidewalk’s design promotes social interaction

$760

PASSERELLE™
By Coalesse

- Three bench sizes available:
  - 30” x 60”
  - 40” x 40”
  - 20” x 60”
- Price based on 30 x 60 bench

Passerelle embodies a timeless design in rich tradition and elegance

$1,010

NEIGHBOR™
By Nurture

- Bench (2-seat, 3-seat, 2-seat with two 24” armrests)

Contemporary and comfortable, but not overly contoured

$300

NEIGHBOR™
by Nurture

- Neighbor Single Ottoman
- 18”D x 11.5”W x18”H
- 2 Swivel casters + 2 legs

Contemporary and comfortable, but not overly contoured
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

bench + ottoman

RIPPLE™
By Coalesse

- Bench available with ripples on side or top
- 35” version or 96” version
- Price based on 35” version

$400

A sculptural, fully upholstered bench in two orientations for flat or wave seating

ALIGHT
By Steelcase

- Consists of three light-scale lounge pieces
- Perfect for reception, lounge, and teaming areas, Alight is also highly functional for in-between spaces like hallways or in smaller areas like private offices. End table base can be flipped to provide two unique looks.
- Available in three shapes that work together or independently:
  - Bench
  - Corner
  - Round
- Price contingent upon configuration

Create cool and comfortable with very little effort

A sculptural, fully upholstered bench in two orientations for flat or wave seating
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

hip chairs

Sorrel™

$250

Sorrel™ addresses the need for seating options when floorspace is at a minimum.

- 20”D x 23.5”W x 33.5”H, single seat with arms
- Also available armless and bariatric (300 lbs dynamic, 750 lbs static), and easy access
- All models stacking (except easy access)
- Upholstered seat, Upholstered or wood back
- Steel frame and legs, Plastisol arms
- Open back
- NOTE this is the only Bariatric administrative side chair option

Aspekt™

$450

Aspekt Series is designed to satisfy all your public area seating needs while offering a great value.

- 27”D x 22”W x 33”H
- Arm caps have an overhang that’s easy to grip when leaving the chair. There’s also a practical clean-out space between the back and seat.
- The series is available in individual, two- and three-chair configurations, bariatric wide chair, easy access chair, patient high-back and foot stool.

Jordans Easy Access™

$885

Maximum safety and stability

- With the larger footprint of this chair, and the critical importance of stability for the user, we have included adjustable glides on the front legs - this allows the Easy Access chair to be perfectly leveled to any floor for maximum safety and stability.
- Available in 21” and 24” Widths
- Price based on 21”W model
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

occasional tables

$125

JENNY®
By Turnstone

• Available as either end table or 26” square
• Price based on end table

A clean, classic guest table that works great in a reception area, lounge, team space or an executive office

$305

ASPEKT™
By Nurture

• Multiple shapes and sizes
• Freestanding and ganging available
• Price based on 18 x 20 Bow table

The table tops feature high pressure laminate surfaces and the frames are constructed of tubular steel

$390

MITRA®
By Nurture

• Freestanding 4-legged and drum tables
• Price based on 22 x 22 square table

Mitra tables are designed to complement the Mitra family of seating and are available in two unique styles
WAITING ROOM / LOBBY

occasional tables

PASSERELLE™ square table by Coalesse

• 24” square x 17” or 21”H; or,
• 16” x 48” x 17” or buffet at 30”H
• Price based on 24 x24 square table

JORDAN TABLES by Krug

• 18” Diameter Round End Table
• Jordan has been constructed to withstand the rigors of healthcare environments, and has been extensively tested to levels that well exceed established industry standards. Krug stands behind this collection with a lifetime warranty.
• A selection of occasional tables are designed to complement Jordan multiple seating, as well as Jordan guest and lounge seating.

DIEKMAN TABLES by Coalesse

• Abstract art. A collection of accent tables to be used alone or as a base for glass tops. Available in three heights, with maple veneer
• Non-adjustable polyethylene glides
• Glass top option on some models
• Price based on 13”W x 9.25” D x 26” H model
LABORATORIES
LABORATORIES FINISHES

**task chairs and stools**

**STEELCASE TASK CHAIR FINISH OPTIONS:**

1- **BASE**

- **METAL:**
  - SILVER
  - BLACK

2- **SEAT+BACK | VINYL**

- **VINYL #5818**
  - SPICE

- **VINYL #5805**
  - FOGGY NIGHT
CACHET
By Steelcase
• 25”D x 25”W x 39”-46”H Stool
• The “balanced action rocker” mechanism allows the Cachet chair to flex and move with you. Anyone can be comfortable without making any manual adjustments to the chair. The mechanism balances your weight to provide continuous support.
• Composite edges and flexible slotted surfaces absorb and evenly distribute your weight.

CRITERION®
By Steelcase
• 22.5”D x 27.5”W x 37.5” - 44”H Chair
• 300 lbs weight limit
• Available in Plus size (500 lbs)
• Available with mid- or high-back

LABORATORIES
THINK®
By Steelcase
• 23” to 25”D X 27”W x 38” to 41.75”H Chair
• 23” to 25”D X 27”W x 43.75” to 53.5”H Stool
• Translucent 3D Knit back is available in 14 colors. Matching seat upholstery is available, or create your own from thousands of fabrics, leathers, and vinyls.
• Available with a fully-upholstered seat and back in any of the thousands of fabrics, leathers and vinyls. Two finish colors are available: black and platinum

task chairs and stools

Criterion’s soft curves and pleasing contours provide all-day comfort

Cachet seating offers non-stop comfort without the need for adjustments.

Think is the chair with a brain and a conscience. It’s intelligent enough to understand how you sit and adjust itself intuitively.
LABORATORIES

task chairs and stools

$410

COBI® C
By Steelcase

- 23 ¾”D x 24 ¾” W x 34”-39”H Chair
- 23 ¾”D x 24 ¾” W x 40”-50”H Stool

- With only one adjustment (seat height), and a mechanism that’s weight activated and senses and supports your own center of gravity, anyone can get comfortable quickly.

- The weight-activated mechanism senses your center of gravity and adjusts to the position that will put the least amount of stress on your body, while still keeping you properly oriented and supported.

- Seat height accommodates different heights and leg lengths.

- Only available in connect 3D upholstery

cobi seating was designed to foster collaboration and promote movement.
PATIENT AREAS
NURSES STATIONS FINISHES

FINISH OPTIONS:

1 - METAL

- SILVER
- BLACK

2 - WOOD

- CHERRY P.LAM OR WOOD
- MAPLE P.LAM OR WOOD

3 - VINYL

- BRONCO CLAY #5 AC-69364
- BRONCO GODIVA #22 AC-69381
- BRONCO PERSIMMON #12 AC-69371
**EYESITE**
By Steelcase Details

- As technology quickly evolves, displays are coming in more shapes and sizes than ever before, and employees are using more of them. By allowing users to control the angle and focal depth of their displays—regardless of quantity and size—the Eyesite collection gives them the ability to maximize display usage, increase personal comfort and enhance productivity.

- **Price based on single monitor arm, standard crank column, clamp bracket**

---

*$170*  
So many ways to work for so many different workers.
NURSES STATIONS

**workstation on wheels**

**POCKET**
By Nurture

- **SMART**: Small footprint, designed for walking, fits into the real world of healthcare. Only the essentials here. A great set of wheels with zero noise (really!) and less effort to roll.
- **FLEXIBLE**: Can accommodate a wide variety of technology: laptops, tablets, monitors, CPUs, all-in-ones, pen and paper. Whatever you need to get the job done.
- **USER-CENTRIC**: You’re the boss. Pocket’s light storage and non-prescribed surfaces easily transform to the work process of the user.
- **ADAPTABLE**: Fixed or adjustable height options, CPU tech bay, and movable magnetic accessories allow the user to make the work space their own.
- **Price based on 18 x 22 fixed height cart**

**ZIDO**
By Anthro

- **Versatile**, easy-to-customize Zido carts have all the flexibility you expect from Anthro in a compact, mobile footprint. Choose from dozens of accessories and outfit your Zido cart to hold a complete computer configuration, a simple laptop, or small devices and supplies. The adjustable-height column moves the cart 30”-40” high so you position it at the right height for you.

**ALTUS NON POWERED**

Functionology™ is an exclusive combination of:
- patented, easy-to-operate Ascend™ lift technology available in lite, standard and heavy duty
- maximum mobility from the lightest weight cart available
- fast, easy, and extensive customization
- no assembly required
- deployment 10x faster than others
- unsurpassed value
- an exclusive focus on the needs of healthcare clinicians
- unlimited support for integrators, IT, and clinicians

---

$745

![Pocket Nurse Station](image)

**Creating better connection**

$695

![Zido Nurse Station](image)

**The most versatile and adjustable cart on the market.**

$815

![Altus Nurse Station](image)

**The industry leader in ease of adjustment, superior mobility, rugged performance, and hi-tech styling.**
NURSES STATIONS

med supply carts

$925

NURSES STATIONS

QT SERIES QUITE TREATMENT CART

• Lightweight aluminum frame with sturdy steel drawer fronts
• Premium drawer glides with soft drawer return
• Integrated steel bumpers with non tip stabilizing base frame
• Aluminum rails for simple accessory attachment
• 4” or 5” quiet poly swivel casters, 2 swivel, 1 brake, 1 directional, (4” on QTN Series)
• ABS plastic top with raised lip and pull out side shelf standard
• Central key lock standard, Keyless eLock and breakaway lock optional

$650 – 1,900

NURSES STATIONS

AVALO MEDICAL CARTS

• Avalo puts everything clinicians need at their fingertips with a complete line of fully customizable medical carts designed to promote orderly storage and organization where it matters most. From the seamless drawer trays and integral drawer dividers, to the virtually indestructible precision welded frames, to the high-impact panels, our carts deliver superior performance and value year after year. Every cart integrates a spread caster position, ensuring stability while making the carts easy to move and control. And the carts incorporate innovative locking systems to keep supplies secure. What’s more, each cart comes with a five-year limited warranty to protect your investment.

$925 – 1,550

NURSES STATIONS

FLEXLINE PROCEDURE CARTS

Flexline’s integrated features are designed to conform to today’s application needs and tomorrow’s...
• Maneuverable - Lightweight polymer construction, built in handles and 5” (127mm) polyurethane casters, 2 directional and 2 brake make Flexline one of the most maneuverable carts on the market.
• Secure - Multiple levels of security ranges from security seals to full featured electronic locking with audit trails, including double locking options.
• Work Space - A spacious work surface provides a smooth writing surface or ample space for prep work.
• Configurable - Ten drawer colors, four heights and two widths plus a vast array of accessories that can be ordered with the cart or added later.

Quiet Design with your Patient in Mind

No matter the application, there is a Medical Cart specifically designed to improve the efficiency of your staff and elevate patient care.

Flexible options. Designed around you.
**Sorrel™**
By Nurture

- 20"D x 23 ½"W x 34 ½"H
- Available with or without arms
- Back is available upholstered or with maple wood
- Frame and legs are steel and available in black or platinum

Sorrel addresses the need for seating options when floorspace is at a minimum—and without adding visual clutter

**Move™**
By Steelcase

- 2 ¼"D x 25 ¼"W x 31 ¼"H
- Available with glides or casters, and with or without arms
- Soft felt glides are also an option for carpet use
- Upholstered back is available on selected styles

Flexors inside the seat curve with your curves and move as you move
# EXAM & TREATMENT

## seating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$2,750</th>
<th>EMPATH By Nurture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Empath Chair" /></td>
<td>Creates a comfortable patient experience by offering defined personal space while supporting the needs of family members, or partners in care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 31 ¼”D x 31 5/8”W x 46 5/16”H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Price based on 23” W trendelenberg model with fixed arms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$1,830</th>
<th>MINERAL By Nurture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Mineral Chair" /></td>
<td>Offers an elegant solution to a number of common patient room issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 30”D x 29 ¼”W x 46”H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Price based on fixed arm recliner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
modular cabinetry

**OPUS**
- Back is laminate and provides a space for storing cords and cables
- Drawers, constructed out of plastic and melamine, are designed for easy cleaning
- Leveling glides adjust for installation on uneven floors
- Face lock is optional to secure the top drawer of the storage unit
- Price contingent upon configuration

**FOLIO**
- Shelf is adjustable and removable
- Base elevates the cabinet and is 3 ¾”H with the glide in the lowest position
- Top of cabinet is open and requires attachment to a work surface that is ordered separately
- Price contingent upon configuration

**SONATA**
- Lock is optional to secure the drawers of the unit-locks all three drawers
- Waste bin slide-out accommodates hands-free disposal of medical waste with the foot rail
- Price contingent upon configuration
## CPU Wall Mounts

### RELAY

By Nurture

- Smooth range of motion achieved by single-handed adjustments
- 14” vertical adjustment to transition from sitting to standing
- Counterbalance adjustment to support LCD monitors from 17” to 26” and no keyboard drift
- 55” reach into space to promote eye contact with patient
- Stores 7” from wall when not in use
- Intelligently designed cable management

### eNook

- It’s the wall-mounted computer workstation built for professional applications, with a mount to hold your display and an optional holder for your CPU. 300 lbs weight limit
- Monitor model is available in two sizes, small and large. Small model is 28”w x 20”h, and its work surface measures 23.5”w x 14.5”d. Inside the enclosure measures 23.5”w x 15.25”h
- Separate models made specifically for laptop applications.
## Exam Tables

### ACESS HIGH-LOW
- 700 lb. weight capacity
- Standard 3-year warranty
- Advanced safety options
- Most storage in the industry, including patented pass through drawers.
- Height 18” – 37”; Length 57” – 78”
- No wide-width available. Supplement design with bariatric chair options as a best practice.

### INTENSA 420
- Features five full-size storage drawers
- Five-position continuous-lock stirrups
- Rubber grip pull-out step
- Paper roll holder
- Standard w/ pelvic tilt
- Pull-out leg rest w/ integrated treatment tray
- Height: 32”
- Foot step: 18”Wx17”L (800 lb. capacity)
- Overall length: 72” (w/ leg rest extended)
- Width: 27”
- Drawer size: 18”Wx16.5”Lx4”D
- Weight capacity: 500 lbs.

### CLINTON
- Clinton offers a broad range of medical tables designed to meet the needs and preferences of physicians, hospitals and facility managers.
- From classic sturdy wood treatment tables to steel and cabinet models,
- Clinton tables are built for ease of use, durable performance and patient comfort.

### 625 RITTER EXAM TABLE
- By Midmark
- Power height and back
- 650-pound patient weight capacity
- 18-inch to 37-inch seat height adjustment
- Unique Quick Exam® and Motion Profiling™ control features for more efficient patient positioning
- Optional IQscale® and IQhub® offers a digital scale built into the table and easy access receptacles and data ports
- Request Pricing from UC Pricing Department
EXAM ROOM & TREATMENT EQUIPMENT

physician stool

EXAM Stool
By Brewer Century

- Five-leg base for overall support
- 4" Poly-foam seat cushion for maximum comfort
- Pneumatic height adjustments
- Optional adjustable foot ring
- Optional back rest
- Available in multiple heights
- 50 standard colors
- 250 lb. weight capacity
- 5 year warranty

SADDLE Stool
By Humanscale

- Height adjustable pneumatic cylinder accommodates a wide range of users and tasks
- Optional foot ring and high cylinders for specific applications
- Available in a wide variety of textiles, including those designed for healthcare and laboratory environments
- Modular cushion for easy replacement
- Frame color options include Graphite, Titanium and Polished Aluminum
- 5-year warranty on cushions/textiles; 15-year, 24/7 warranty on everything else

CL 12 Stool
By Office master

- Overall Width : 19"
- Overall Height : 16-21"
- Back : N/A
- Seat : 16" diameter
- Seat Height : 16-21"
- with myriad fabrics and vinyls to choose from, as well as a ring-style height adjustment and standard safety soft casters. Pneumatic lift 19" chrome base. Desk or examination room height adjustments.
NURSES WORK STATIONS

freestanding desks and systems furniture/workstation

ANSWER®/ UNIVERSAL®/ DETAILS®
By Steelcase

- Flexible line of panels and components
- Non-dedicated panel frames allow easy configurations as environments change
- Available in wood veneer or laminate
- Recommended for non-Nurse Station, non-Acute care application when systems furniture is specified
- Price contingent upon configuration

Flexibility redefined. Simple to install, expand, shrink and reconfigure, Answer easily adapts to changes

MONTAGE®
By Steelcase

- Workstation systems designed with surfaces, electrical systems, and panel connections
- Robust and suited for healthcare environments
- Available in wood veneer or laminate
- Recommended for Nurse Station / Acute care application when systems furniture is specified
- Price contingent upon configuration

A panel system that offers a breadth of surface material options, is highly customizable, and features a superior fit and finish

SYNC®
By Nurture

- Double-sided units have fixed height combinations and accommodate multiple clinical workers
- Worksurfaces are available in laminate and solid surface finishes
- Base power-in cover is standard and bolts to the floor
- Price contingent upon configuration

Sync supports caregivers in action and greatly improves workflow so that the overall quality of care improves

$3,136
PATIENT ROOMS

modular cabinetry & freestanding café goods

**ANSWER®**
By Steelcase

- From open bench applications to more individual private space, the inherent flexibility of Answer provides workers with the ultimate balance of privacy and collaboration.
- Answer's consistent design language and wide range of aesthetic options ensure integration into any environment while optimizing real estate.
- Answer can help organizations balance collaboration and privacy, support mobility and optimize real estate.

**PARK®**
By Nurture

- Mobile cabinet is available to meet the storage and technology needs of the patient and caregiver.
- Drawers are wood core, miter-fold construction with full-extension, ½” ball-bearing slides.
- Drawer front is rigid thermoform foil.
- Door is hinged and is rigid thermoform foil.

Answer easily adapts as your organization changes. It's this flexibility that has helped Answer become one of the best-selling systems in the market.

Its contemporary themes bring a clean sense of calm to any space.

$423
PATIENT ROOM SEATING

high-back patient chairs

$490

ASPEKT™
by Nurture

- 29”D x 22.75”W x 45”H, single chair with arms
- Inside seat dimension: 20”W
- Weight capacity: 253 lbs
- No wide-width available. It is best practice to have a chair that is a wide width, 28” – 30”, to accommodate patients and visitors that may be of a larger size

$565

MITRA®
by Nurture

- 29”D x 22.75”W x 45”H, single chair with arms
- Inside seat dimension: 20”W
- Weight capacity: 253 lbs
- No wide-width available. It is best practice to have a chair that is a wide width, 28” – 30”, to accommodate patients and visitors that may be of a larger size

$640

OUTLOOK™
SEQUOIA™
by Nurture

- 30”D x 23.25”W x 45”H, chair with arms
- Also available in high-back bariatric (35”W)
- Inside seat dimension – standard: 20.75”W
- Inside seat dimension – bariatric: 30”W
- Weight capacity – standard: 253 lbs
- Weight capacity – bariatric: 300 lbs
## PATIENT ROOM SEATING

### high-back patient chairs

**CURA™ by Nurture**

- 24.5"D x 26" or 29"W x 40.5" or 48"H, chair with arms
- Inside seat dimension: 21"W or can be specified with 24"W. It is best practice to have a chair that is a wide width, 28” – 30”, to accommodate patients and visitors that may be of a larger size.
- Weight capacity: 300 lbs
- Casters option available on back legs
- **Price based on 21” W (4) leg model**

**CURA™**

Cura seating addresses the needs of the patient, caregiver and facilities management.

**JORDAN by Krug**

- “Waterfall” seat fronts and a canted seat angle are designed to help prevent discomfort for the user’s hips and legs, promote good circulation while in a seated position, and assist ingress and egress.
- A slight flexing action in the back promotes an upright sitting position that is still pleasingly comfortable.
- **Price based on 21” W model**

**JORDAN**

Jordan – defined as a “healing river” in ancient times – utilizes research-based curvature in both the seat and back to encourage correct yet comfortable sitting posture, with pronounced support for the lumbar and thoracic regions.

**JORDAN**

$665

$702
PATIENT ROOM SLEEPER SEATING

sleeper seating

X-TENZ & DOUBLE X-TENZ™
by Nurture

- Available in single and double sleeper units
- Plastisol or solid maple wood arm caps are optional
- Storage compartment is standard in the rollout section of all single sleeper units

SIESTE SLEEP SOFA™
by Nurture

- Back is closes and upholstered
- Seat is upholstered. A zipper allows the cover to be field replaceable
- Armless sleeper is also available

SLUMBER DAY BED™
by Nurture

- Includes an upholstered mattress with tapered bolsters
- Provides a convenient sitting or sleeping surface for visitors
- Inside dimensions of the storage drawers are 22 ¼”D x 23 ¼”W x 7”H

Provide attractive seating to accommodate guests in patient rooms and a full-length sleeping surface when needed

The flexible, comfortable, clean design of the Sieste family of seating is at home in just about any healthcare setting

Slumber sleeper seating offers both an efficient use of space and a pleasing profile

$2,880

$2,065

$1,800
PATIENT ROOM SLEEPER SEATING

sleeper seating

$5,125

SLEEP TOO Sofa
by Wieland

- Adjustable table accommodates a variety of activities
- Pneumatic assisted sleep surface conversion
- Five lengths are offered to fit any space
- Ottomans are available with or without the table option
- Fabric, wood or thermoform drawers and blank panels are available in any position
- Legs styles are offered in wood, metal or as a plinth base
- Casters are available on non-table models
- Power option available

A variety of base options can be combined to customize the look and function. Integrated table offers versatility beyond the typical sleep sofa

$2,595

FAIRCHILD Sofa
by Durfold

- 33"W x 35"D x 34"H
- 500 lbs. weight capacity
- 3" locking rear casters for stability
- solid maple armcaps
- mechanism enhanced to prohibit ottoman from separating with chair when operated
- ottoman supported by swivel casters to avoid marring of floor surfaces
- 19" high seat surface for ease of sitting and standing by patients and elderly
- wall-saver design
- intermediate chaise position

concealed front swivel casters for ease of steering and mobility
SPECIALTIES
SPECIALTIES

staff lockers

METAL LOCKERS

• We offer over 21,000 metal lockers that are great for every area of your facility. Our locker selection provides a one-stop shop for all your storage needs.

• Price contingent upon configuration

HAMILTON SORTER

• From storage lockers to bookcases and closets, modular Caseworks’ solutions have the look of expensive millwork, but are easily reconfigured and expanded. Computer generated design and manufacturing specifications are archived to insure a perfect match for future orders.

• Price contingent upon configuration

BOKSEN

• Programming and Design: Our experts design the perfect, functional space for you, based on your unique needs.

• Extensive Product Line: Our robust and extensive product line means more options to maximize your space.

• Installation Services: Experienced installation teams ensure that your product is set-up right the first time.

• Post-Sale Service: We won’t desert you after the tools are packed up. We’re always here to help.

• 10-year full ”bumper-to-bumper” warranty means a longer lifespan for your product.

• Price contingent upon configuration

METAL LOCKERS

• We offer over 21,000 metal lockers that are great for every area of your facility. Our locker selection provides a one-stop shop for all your storage needs.

• Price contingent upon configuration
SPECIALTIES

imaging and radiology

$2,200

With premier features, the Carl’s Table sets the standard for adjustable, ergonomic radiology workstations.

$1,100

Electric lift tables in shapes and sizes to fit any space.

$725

Put PACS on Wheels!

$1,034

Height-AdjustTables deliver the motion and emotion that help to bring health to workers and the workplace.

PACS WORKSTATIONS

• Environmentally responsible
• Completely customizable
• 1-2 week lead time
• Adaptable over time
• Lifetime Warranty

ELEVATE

• Budget-Friendly
• Custom Shape variations
• Optional Modular Add-Ons
• Easy Mobility with 4” Locking Casters
• 1-2 week lead time
• Lifetime Warranty

RADIOLOGY CT CART

• Put PACS on wheels!
• Put a complete imaging configuration on CT Cart to create a mobile imaging station that travels throughout your facility. The cart adjusts 32.5”-48.5” in height on a strong pneumatic cylinder.
• The cart’s compact footprint fits into the OR and patient treatment rooms comfortably.
• Choose from two versions: the Light Load is balanced to lift 35-50 lbs and the Heavy Load is balanced to lift 50-95 lbs.

SERIES 7 Adjustable table

By Steelcase

• Three controller options: standard, flush activation mount, digital read-out.
• Height Range adjusts from 24 1/4” to 52”
• 8 shapes, 44 sizes
• Instant and easy adjustability: up or down @ 1.7” per second
• Optional tools – Slatwall, worktools, Privacy and Modesty Screens, Cableway, flat panel arm, cpu holder, task lighting 5.
• Price based on 30 x 60 worksurface
**SPECIALTIES**

**phlebotomy**

$999

**PHLEBOTOMY CARTS**
- Our Specialty Carts & Small Tables offer you the best in: ease of adjustment, superior mobility, rugged performance, hi-tech styling, and price to value ratio.

Specialty Carts & Small Tables to round out every department.

$1,400

**POWER DESIGNER BLOOD DRAWING CHAIR**
- Adjustable seat height
- 350 lb weight capacity
- Smooth, secure height adjustment
- Adjustable arm rest
- Electrical UL approved for medical use
- Optional side tray

Adjustable height for comfort and safety at the touch of a button

$5,000

**DELUXE DONOR CHAIR**
- Safe and sturdy Power Seat Height adjustment to reduce the risk of constant bend injuries.
- In-Chair CPR Position to eliminate lift-bend injuries while transferring patients.
- One-touch memorized Tredelenburg/recovery position.
- Three variable memorized one-touch positions for height, recline, and/or layback.
- Battery operation as standard to allow full operability when away from the power source.
- Dual rear caster central braking for ease of maneuverability.
- Back lighting in the handset for ease of operation.
- Bariatric Version up to 250 kgs.

*The world's most state of the art donor chair.*
• It is required that the area where any new furniture is to be installed be free of existing furniture, boxes, and equipment. All computers and phones must be disconnected and moved out of the way, prior to the new furniture being installed. The moving of existing furniture by One Workplace will result in additional charges of $65.00 per man per hour.

• If you require One Workplace to move existing furniture a separate quote must be obtained prior to the furniture installation date. A separate purchase order must be issued to One Workplace for this service.

• For ease of delivery, specify the complete delivery address, including the room number on your UCSF Medical Center request for delivery form. In addition, provide the names and telephone numbers of two contact people in your department.

• Delivery and installation have been priced assuming free and clear access to the site without other trades in the space. Sites are to have adequate stairs, elevators, docks, floor surfaces, receiving areas, power accessibility, and heat. Additional costs may be incurred not completing to the above conditions.

• Scheduling arrangements for electrical and data personnel must be made by UCSF Medical Center personnel prior to the furniture installation.

• When the furniture installation is complete, it is the customer’s responsibility to bolt all bookcases, file cabinets, storage cabinets, etc... to the wall for seismic purposes.

• If wall mounted furniture is specified- (storage bins, tack boards, storage shelves, etc…) please verify with your facilities department that the walls have been properly reinforced with wall backing plates. If the walls need to be reinforced this must be completed prior to the furniture installation. One Workplace will not provide this service.

• Cancellations or changes before shipment and returns after shipment are extremely expensive and frequently not possible. A re-stocking fee of 35% + freight charges will apply to all Steelcase orders.

• A One Workplace Account Coordinator will contact you upon receiving the completed order to schedule a delivery and installation date. Furniture can be stored at no charge for 15 calendar days. After 15 calendar days, a storage fee will be charged.

• On installation day, please be present to inspect the furniture and assist the One Workplace installer in developing a punchlist, for damaged or missing furniture, or an incomplete delivery if necessary.
On the day of delivery, please take the opportunity to review the following checklist with the One Workplace installer.

- Check that all drawers open smoothly and close tightly.
- Insert all keys and verify that they lock and unlock properly.
- Turn on and off all light switches on task lights.
- Check for any dents or scratches in the metal, laminate, or wood furniture.
- Sit in each chair and test the pneumatic lifts- (the height adjustment), arms, and back.
- Each adjustment should move effortlessly.
- Examine the upholstery on all of the task and guest chairs. Look for any tears, rips, or stretching in the fabric.

Note any discrepancy on the delivery ticket and contact your One Workplace account coordinator immediately. Do not return to driver.

**Return Furniture:**

UCSF Medical Center may return a product to the supplier, subject to a restocking charge and the associated freight charge.

Furniture must be new and unused product, and meet the following conditions:

Product is returned in the original shipping cartons/wrapping if available or applicable.

The UCSF Medical Center customer MUST contact One Workplace within (5) days from the day of installation to request a “return goods authorization”-(RGA).

The UCSF Medical Center customer agrees to pay a 35% NET restocking fee for all returned product.

The UCSF Medical Center customer is responsible for ALL freight charges associated with the return of the furniture.

One Workplace will credit UCSF Medical Center customer for 65% of the invoice balance.

**Damaged Furniture:**

In order to expedite the replacement or repair process, report damaged furniture to the One Workplace account coordinator within 48 hours of the installation date.

Inspect furniture immediately on installation day. Check for scratches, dents, or upholstery tears.

One Workplace will order replacement parts immediately and keep you informed of the resolution actions.
Incomplete Delivery:

The UCSF Medical Center customer must compare furniture delivered to the order. Note any discrepancy on the One Workplace delivery ticket before accepting or signing the receiving document.

Contact the One Workplace account coordinator within 48 hours to report any missing furniture.

Furniture Damage or Errors discovered after the Delivery:

If you find that there is a problem with the furniture item received after the installation day, contact your One Workplace account coordinator who will help you to repair or replace the items as required. Under the terms of the UCSF Medical Center / Steelcase contract, all furniture purchased is under the contract warranty.

Should a problem fail to be resolved to your satisfaction, please consult the UCSF Medical Center website ____________ and follow the problem resolution process.